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Intrinsic construction oî the metric in the model 
of Poincaré oî hyperbolic planimetry

In this note we present a construction of the hyperbolic metric with 
the aid of the cross-ratio in some locally projective space of real dimen
sion 2. The method presented in the sequel may be developed to a con
sequent and a simple system of the analytical geometry of Lobachevskian 
plane, cf. [1], [3].

Denote by <7 the space of complex numbers and by C2 a Cartesian 
product of the two copies of C. Consider an equivalence relation q in G 
defined as follows:

[z], z\~] q\z\, 022] iff det[г]] = 0.
i,3

A quotient space (02\{[0, 0]})/g provided with the natural atlas is just 
the complex projective line which we denote by PC. A minimal atlas 
on PC  consists of two charts which both cover the whole space. These 
charts are defined by the following mappings

(1) O1, z^-^zi/z*.

(2) [z\ z2] -> z2lz\

Then we consider a new equivalence, q, which is defined as follows: 
[z\, z\~\q [̂ 2 , £2] iff either

’«1 4 = 0, or det '>•! 4

A  zl 4  4

The mapping z-> z  denotes here the complex conjugation. Using local 
charts we see that £ holds if and only if there exists some number 1c such 
that we have either [zj, z]] — k\z\, z\], or [z\, z\] = ’k\z\,z\\ We denote 
the quotient manifold (O\{[0, 0]})/q by L. This will be a basis of our 
construction of Poincaré model of hyperbolic geometry.
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(3 ) P roposition. We have the following commutative diagram of map
pings

C2----------- >PC о

L o

indentifying of conjugated

{z\ re z >  0}
—̂ {z\ г е г < 0 }

where the mappings a , j3 and resp. у denoted with o-> are defined 
on convenable domains of PC, resp. of L and they yield local charts.

(4 ) P roposition. L is a manifold with a boundary. Then both local charts 
map this boundary to the real axis.

Let GL(C2) be a group of linear automorphisms of C2. We project 
it onto a group of automorphisms of PC. The corresponding left action 
may be expressed in local coordinates as follows

(5 ) 9IC+9I
glC+gV

where £ = zxjz2. In order to find a group of linear automorphisms we 
shall use a fact that the set of matrices [а}]и=1>2 with real a) and det [a]]

— 1 constitutes a base of some subgroup of СТ{(Т). We denote this sub
group by GL. We notice that if a matrix [#}] represents some element of 
GL, then (5) defines a mapping of the upper semi-plane onto itself.
(6 ) P roposition. The action of the group GL is compatible with the 

relation q.
We extend our atlas on L  to an atlas which contains all local charts 

which are defined by the mappings of the form
a\ £ + a\

(7 ) O1, s2]

where £ == z1/z2, and the matrix [aj] represents some element of GL. Thus 
L  provided with such an atlas is locally projective manifold in a sense 
introduced in [2].

We shall consider the couple (L, GL) as a Klein space. Kecall that 
GL acts on L  in the following manner: if p = q(o\ a2) and geGL, and g 
is represented by a real matrix [</)], then g maps p to g-p : =Q{g\al j r 
+ g la2, g la 1 + g la2). q denotes here the canonical projection associated 
with q. It can be examined by an easy computation that if we have 
g{ax, a2) — gib1, b2), then we have

Q igW + gW , o W + g W ) = eiglb1 + gib2, gib1+ д\ъ2)
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so that our definition of the group action is correct. Formula (5) yields 
us an expression of this action in local coordinates. Transformations (7) 
yield immediately a possibility to obtain other local expressions.

(8) L e m m a . Let z =  x +  y i and z'  =  x  +  y 'i be any two distinct 'points in  the 
upper half plane. Then there exists a certain g(z, z')eGL such that it 
maps z to i  and z' to some point c(z, z ') i, where c(z, z') is real and 
positive.

We have

(9) log c(z,z ') = ятссЦ((х — x ')2 + y 2 + y r2)l(2yy')).

Proof. We have to find a non-singular real matrix [gf] and a positive 
number c such that the following equations are satisfied

g\z+g\ _ . g\z +g\
№+91 g\z +gl

We obtain the following system of real equations

gW+gW+gl + Q = o?
, д\®+д\у+д\+ъ =o,

1 / , Л о / 2 /4д\У + 0 -g\cx  —g\c = 0,

я \ у - № + ъ - &  =
which are homogeneous with respect to g). We treat c as a parametr and 
we compute a determinant of this system. If we compare this determinant 
to 0, then we obtain the following quadratic equation for c

— y y 'c %-\-(y2 + y '2 + x2 + x '2 — 2xx')c — yy ' = 0.

We write it in the form

i(c+i/c) ==({%-%')*+ y + y')№ yy')

and we conclude that c is real. We substitute и = logo. Hence we obtain 
expression (9). Then we find easily a non-singular submatrix of system
(10) , which is of order 3. Then we find a solution [</J] of (10) which is 
unique up to a constant factor. The matrix [</] is non-singular because 
с Ф 0 if (and only if) z Ф z'. A homographie mapping with a singular 
matrix would be a constant. So the lemma is proved.

Let a , b, x , y  be the four points of the complex projective space PC. 
Then the cross-ratio, {a, &; x, y), of this quadruple is equal to

(11)
axx2 — a2xx \ j l a xy 2 — a2yx 
bxx2 — b2xx }/ \ a l y2 — b2y l

12 — Roczniki PTM — Prace Matematyczne XVII.
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where [a1, u2]e q 1(a), etc. I f a ^ O ,  М О ,ж ^ О  and у Ф 0, then we 
may one of onr local charts and we have.

where a — a 11 a 2, etc. The cross-ratio is an invariant with respect to the 
action of the projective group. We have to investigate under which condi
tions is it an invariant in the Klein space (Z, GL). To begin with we solve 
the following question : how must be situated the points x and у with respect 
to given distinct points a  and b in order that the cross-ratio computed 
by means of (11) be compatible with the relation o. In view of Lemma 
(8) it suffices to consider a case a = g [i, 1], b = g[ci, 1], where c is real. 
We assume

Kow we take the complex conjugate representations of these points: 
a = J [ - i ,  1], b = Q[ — d , 1]

In this case we obtain the result Xjy. We conclude that the cross
ratio of these points is compatible with g iff hjy = (A//«). This means 
that Xl/л must be real. If we assume that A = — Ijc  (resp. y  = — 1/c), 
then we see that ц (resp. A) must be real. If we use local coordinates (1) 
or (2), then we see that a curve which is described in Z by the mapping

is mapped by (1) onto the imaginary semi-axis in C. Then we put the 
following
(12) D efinition . The Z-line through the two distinct points aeZ  and 

beL  is a set of points such that for any pair (x , y) of them we have 
im(a, bj x, y) = 0 .

(13) P roposition. An image of an Z-line by any local chart from our 
atlas on Z is either a vertical semi-line or a semi-circle which is ortho
gonal to the image of the boundary (i. e. to the real axis).

where A and /ле C. Then we have

(a, b; x, y) = Xjy.
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In fact, if both a  and b are mapped to the two points of the axis of 
imaginaries, then this case was been just considered above. A general 
case may be reduced to that special by using Lemma (8). It is known 
that a real homographie mapping sends a vertical semi-line in G either 
onto such a semi-line or to a semi-circle which is orthogonal to the real, 
axis.

(14) P roposition. I f  the points a, b ,c ,x , y all are situated on some 
L-Une, then we have |(a,&; x, y )\• |(5, c; x, y)\ = |(a, c; x ,y )|.

This follows immediately from the known properties of the cross- 
ratio.

(15) Definition. We define a distance on L  in the following manner: 
if a and b are distinct points in Z, then we denote by o(a,b) and 
6(a, b) the points of the boundary of Z in which the Z-line through 
a and b touches this boundary, then we put

d(a, b): = Jl|logj(a, Ь; о (a, b), о (a, &))||.

(16) Theorem. The function d is the hyperbolic distance on the space Z. 
The curvature of this metric is equal to K.

Proof. We shall prove our theorem by showing that d is a geodesical 
metric which corresponds to a Eiemannian scalar product with the 
differential form

ds2 = [(dxx)2Jr (dx2)2)

This scalar product in the upper semi-plane defines there a structure of 
Lobachevskian plane, cf. [1]. We notice first that if a 0 = g [i, 1] and 
b0 ~ g [ci, 1], then we have

o(a0, b0) = q(0, 1) and â (a0, b0) = Q(i, 0).

In this case we obtain
d(a0,b 0) =K\logc\.

Since the cross-ratio is invariant with respect to the action of GL 
then we apply Lemma (8) to a general case, say a = д(ах, a2), b = gib1, b2). 
We may assume a 1/a2 = rj + coi, b'lb2 = rf + a>'i. Formulas (9) and (ll')  
yield us

(II) d(a ,b ) — KâYCCh{ (̂r}— r]')2 (o2Jr a>'2)l(2ct)(o'fj.

Hence we shall deduce a formula for the length of vectors. Consider 
a smooth curve parametrized by the mapping

ThHij! = Q(a1 -{-z1r, a2-\-z2r) ,
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t  being real. We consider a vector v which is a 1-jet of this parametrization 
at т = 0. We define its length as follows

\v\ — limd[q(ax, a2), q^  + z1^  a2-\-z2r))/r.
t /0

Then we have in local coordinates

a 1 + z1r 
a 2-\-z2r

= a1/a2-{-(z1a 2 — z2a 1) r [(a 2)2-1f terms of higher order

= r) c o i ( v 1 + v2i ) r terms of higher order.

Taking in account formula (9) we have

(18) c(a, a r) = l  + (('»1)j + (v2)̂ )/(2co2) + terms of higher order.

We compute the right-hand member of (18). We obtain

\v\ = K V ^ v ^  + iv2)2) ^ 2

which is consistent with the announced form of the scalar product. The 
theorem is proved.

(19) Note. A model of the plane of Lobachevski is given commonly 
as an upper semi-plane with the Biemmannian scalar product 
lice this computed above. If one starts from this scalar product, 
then formula (17) expresses a length of a geodesical line which 
joins a  points and b, cf. [1], [3].

We are going to express angles in L  by the cross-ratio. Let к and l 
be two Z-lines which have a unique point of coincidence a. Let o(k) and 
6(k) (resp. o(l) and 6(1)) be these points of the boundary of L  at which к 
(resp. 1) touch the boundary.

(20) Theorem. The angle a between к and l satisfies the relation

cota = |(o(fc), o(k)‘, o(l), 6(1))|.

P roo f of this theorem will be based on the following propositions.

(21) Proposition. The canonical mapping of the Lobachevskian plane 
onto the Euclidean upper semi-plane is conformal.

This follows immediately from Proposition 3 and from the form of 
scalar product.

(22) Proposition. The considered scalar product is invariant under an 
action of the group QL.

In fact, the scalar product was been computed directly from the 
•distance, thus is invariant.
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P roof of Theorem 20. We use local coordinates. In view of Lemma 
(8) and the both above propositions it is sufficient to perform the calcu
lations in a case when the Z-line к  is mapped onto the semi-axis of imagi- 
naries and the point of intersection a = k n l  is mapped to i. Then the 
images of o(k) and of 6{k) are 0 and oo, respectively. Thus the image 
of l is a semi-circle with the radius 1/sina and with the centre ecota, 
where e2 = 1. Thus the images of o(l) and of o(l) are respectively ecota — 
— 1/sina, and ecot a -j- 1/sina. Then we finish the proof by substituting 
these data to the formula of cross-ratio and by performing some elementary 
computations.
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